Articulate
The latest from McOnie

2018 - a year worth
broadcasting!
2018 has been a great year for McOnie and
for our clients too, despite the political gloom
and doom. We began the year on a real high
following the launch of our rebrand and the
thrill of being appointed by three new clients
by the end of the first quarter.
Even though we are an experienced
communication business, (this year sees our
29th anniversary!) we were completely bowled
over with the impact our rebrand has had. It
has totally transformed the way the agency
is viewed, has brought a ‘power of clarity’ to
our communications and has enabled us to
amplify the conversations we have with our
clients and prospects as well as our peers.
This year, we welcomed two new graduates to
the agency – Nick and Lydia joined our training
programme in the summer, and both are
showing great potential. We also appointed
Zara Lintin as Director of one of our client
teams - Zara brings a wealth of experience
with her that will support the agency’s growth
plans. The people in the agency make it what
it is and they have real talent.
We have countless highlights from 2018,
too many to feature in a single newsletter!
Nonetheless, here is a soundbite of our
standout moments from the final quarter of
this year.

Winning! Best use of social
media award
We did it! We have only gone and won the
CIPR PRide Award 2018 for the best use of
social media!
On November 30th, the McOnie team roared
with excitement as we were announced
the winners for the best use of social media
for our Dr. Martens Women’s collection
campaign at the CIPR PRide Awards.
The objective of the campaign was to create
a conversation amongst industry leaders and
women in industry about the lack of safety
footwear designed specifically for women,
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and drive and deliver sales. We selected
leading online magazine and community for
women working in industry, Womanthology,
as our official partner for the campaign.
Working closely with Womanthology, we
created a strategy that would encourage
followers to engage with the campaign and
get conversations started, all whilst creating
a ‘buzz’ around the new collection.
The social-led campaign had over
520 individual engagements including
comments, retweets and likes, and
increased traffic to Dr. Martens’ website
and product landing page, which ultimately
drove sales through to two of the core
styles in the collection.

Happy anniversary!
In October, we celebrated two remarkable
workplace anniversaries! Pauline celebrated

her 10th year here at McOnie… and
Carolyn’s 15th year anniversary! What
agency and industry changes have Pauline
and Carolyn seen whilst working at
McOnie? Head to our McOnie blog on the
website to find out!

Antonie’s UK adventure!
In October, we welcomed Antonie from
Germany for two-months! Antonie ventured
to the UK to work with us and to help
improve her English. She had some big
responsibilities, including creating and
managing our International Public Relations
Network (IPRN) survey ‘the changing trends
of PR globally – an agency’s perspective’
that garnered information from around 50
agencies across globe... Antonie has been
invaluable in investigating the changing
landscape of communications and what 2019
is likely to bring for PR and comms. To read
Antonie’s blog on her experience with us,
check out our McOnie blog on the website.
So, 2019 is lining up to be another exciting
year (regardless of what Brexit throws at
us) and we are looking forward to creating
and delivering more exciting work. Enjoy
the festive season and best wishes for the
New Year!

Once you’re clear,
you’ll be remembered

Campaign of the Quarter
McOnie’s New York minute:
the power of storytelling

targeting the manufacturing sector in the
United States.
KIRK asked us to create thought-leader
content specifically for an American
manufacturing audience. Because of our
specialist knowledge that includes machine
safety and a clear understanding of KIRK’s
customer needs, we were confident we
could deliver an impressive and engaging
piece of work.
We knew we needed to develop topical,
relevant content to position KIRK as a credible
brand able to offer valuable insight on
pressing industry issues. The objective was
to align the content with KIRK’s key message:
everyone has the right to be safe at work.

In October, we were invited to attend a
workshop hosted by our client, The Halma
Group, to present a recent thought-leader
campaign that we delivered for KIRK, the
leader in trapped key interlock (TKI) systems.
The campaign focused on violations in
machine guarding and isolating equipment,

The content we created needed to be
engaging and encourage individuals
to think/act differently because of
what we were telling them. We used
our understanding of the global safety
market to identify issues that would
appeal to KIRK’s target audience of senior
stakeholders in manufacturing and align
with KIRK’s product offering.
We identified a clear industry issue
concerning the violations behind machinery

and machine guarding, collating relevant
and local statistics that highlighted the
extent of the problem. We created an
extended thought-leader feature that
explored the issue in detail, offering critical
advice on preventing risk, protecting
people and employer responsibility. KIRK’s
offering was neatly presented as the
solution without saturating the content with
commercial messaging.
The content was a great success and the
media was very receptive. Targeting the
leading publications with the relevant
readership, we secured the content with
magazines such as Industrial Machinery
Digest and Fabricating & Metalworking,
with audience figures of 75,000 and
342,000 respectively.
This niche campaign achieved the client’s
initial objectives, and demonstrated the
value of PR.
Working with McOnie, KIRK’s brand profile
was elevated in a key sector and target
region, with the company positioned as a
credible, relevant organisation that offered
information on a topic people wanted - and
needed - to hear about.

Industry Snippets
Brexit
Business and industry news is still dominated by Brexit with
continuing concerns about the uncertainty over what lies ahead and
the potential impact of the UK’s exit from the EU.
Brexit concerns were to the fore at the CBI’s annual conference. CBI
President John Allen warned that the Brexit turmoil was “damaging
our country now.” In his keynote speech, he referenced a life science
firm that has cut UK investment opting for investment in China and
Germany, an aerospace business that has lost orders because of
customers’ Brexit concerns and a construction
company faced with increased costs
due to material and labour shortages.
The National Institute of Economic
and Social Research’s (NIESR) latest
GDP tracker predicts that the UK
economy expanded by 0.4% in
August-October. The NIESR’s view is that the
apparent strength in third quarter growth masks a
loss in momentum in industrial production as well
as services output in the latter part of the third
quarter. There are a number of factors at play,
including Brexit-related uncertainty.
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HSE 2017/18
In October, HSE published Great Britain’s key health and safety
performance statistics for 2017/2018 – see www.hse.gov.uk/
statistics/ or head to the McOnie blog for the highlights.

Skill deficit in construction
Businesses in the construction sector continue, particularly in
London and the South East, continue to face difficulties recruiting
and retaining skilled workers. There continues to be a number of
high profile prosecutions of construction businesses for breaches of
health and safety law.
In November, MG Corporation Ltd was found guilty breaching
the Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 2015
and the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974. The company was
fined £250,000 and ordered to pay costs of £4,790.40. Previously
the company had received three prohibition notices after serious
breaches of legislation were found on-site.
An HSE investigation found MG Corporation Ltd had not taken steps
to comply with the original prohibition notice and had failed to plan,
manage and monitor construction work under their control.

